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This article reports on five years of intermittent observations of Chicago school
reform by a team consisting of a social historian, social psychologist, and urban
anthropologist. It chronicles a method for tracking the implications of school reform
over time. The authors started with the goal of reporting on Chicago to an audience
outside the city: to their surprise, they discovered an audience inside the city eager to
hear their observations. They focused on both the system-wide, structural view of
reform and the ground-level view from the schools and local community. Their
method consisted of identifying a network of informants inside the city, attending
meetings and public events, and visiting schools, and they followed three schools
closely for more than two years. When they realized that the phases of their own
learning process had matched the phases in the history of Chicago school reform’s
first five years, they decided to structure their observations as a narrative exploring
reform through their developing and changing understanding. Among the themes
they discuss are the unique character of the reform; the role of reform’s public/private
civil society; the many stories of reform’s origins; the multiple layers of reform; and
the problem of evaluation.

P R O L O G U E

In November 1989, Chicago voters elected nearly six thousand new govern-
ment officials: the first members of the city’s Local School Councils
(LSCs). Under recently passed reform legislation, a council now governed
every one of the city’s nearly six hundred schools. Although Chicago had
begun the most complete restructuring of an urban school system in the
twentieth century, few outside the city knew what was happening. A skepti-
cal, hostile, or indifferent national press had reported educational events
in the city infrequently and inaccurately. 
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to Chicagoans.2 We wanted to understand the perspectives of participants
at all levels of school reform—the real experts on Chicago school reform
and its politics. We needed to remain open to all possible views and to
honor the legitimacy of interpretations originating in living rooms and
church basements as well as in downtown offices. As themes emerged and
events unfolded, we repeatedly redefined our questions, sought out new
informants, rethought prior conclusions, and redirected our next set of
observations. In more formal terms, “poking” began with an expanding or
“snowball” sampling approach followed by “purposeful” sampling as we dis-
covered alternative interpretations and stories. We checked and rechecked
our understanding of the different perspectives with their sources and
tried to remain alert to the constantly shifting environment of reform.
Thus, our narrative—reflecting the complexity of Chicago school reform—
lacks a tidy and unambiguous conclusion.

Our methods also included self-consciousness about our own perspec-
tives as researchers. At least two of us carried out each interview, and after-
ward we drew on our disciplinary orientations, past research, and experi-
ence with reform to debrief each other. Our varied backgrounds—Fine,
social psychology; Katz, history; Simon, urban anthropology—combined
with our shared experiences to enhance the accuracy and comprehensive-
ness of our observations, entertain a variety of theoretical perspectives, and
discover themes and issues that we would have missed as s ingle
researchers. We came to understand our own interactions and negotiations
as components of a research strategy.

This article begins with a brief description of the components of reform
for those readers unfamiliar with what has happened in Chicago. We then
proceed by describing the phases of our activities through anecdotes,
observations, and comments from interviews. We call these phases Discov-
ery, Outsiders Become Quasi-Insiders, Focus on the Schools, Search for the
Story, Toward a New Consensus, and the Redefinition of Reform.

Several themes—some about matters of substance, some about questions
of method—run through the story told here; they are as close as we can
come to research “results.” Although we have tried to let them emerge
from the narrative, some foreshadowing of main themes may help readers
navigate through the details. First, this is an account of a reform unlike any
other. It did not arise from the district’s central administration, as did
most other school reform efforts in the United States. Rather, it represents
the confluence of a social movement, a bold mayor (Harold Washington),
and, ultimately, state law. It partially diffuses responsibility for enforce-
ment of accountability to communities and parents, away from a central
administration. It is firmly school-based: Local schools have real authority
and command significant resources. Chicago school reform also represents
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In the city for a conference, Michael Katz learned about Chicago school
reform because he happened to turn on the television in his hotel room
on the day that the new Local School Council members assumed office.
Incredulous at what he saw and heard, he wanted to discover exactly what
had happened, how it had been possible, and what the results would be.
With two other colleagues,  Michelle F ine and Elaine Simon, he
approached Lawrence Cremin, then president of the Spencer Foundation,
to ask for funds to study the reform. The object would be to interpret
Chicago school reform for an audience outside the city. Between 1990 and
early 1996, funds from Spencer made regular visits to Chicago possible.

In this article we reflect on Chicago school reform through a narrative of
our experiences as periodic observers. Our own process of learning
becomes the basis for describing what is unique about the Chicago experi-
ence. In one sense, this is a discussion of a method we call “poking
around.” It highlights the role of outsiders, not only as interpreters to audi-
ences beyond the city, which we expected, but, as well, to an audience
inside the city, which we did not anticipate.1

We began with a few names. We knew some people involved with reform,
and we telephoned them to arrange interviews, solicit the names of other
key players, and locate some schools that would be interesting to visit. A
strategy for learning about school reform evolved from our early visits and
conversations. Everywhere we went, we asked for names of individuals,
organizations, and schools we should seek out, and we tried to follow the
suggestions offered us. As we realized the variety of views about reform and
its genesis, the multitude of interests that swirled around it, we tried to
build our own network of all the major constituencies involved with the
schools. Our understanding of reform remained provisional, repeatedly
subject to revision. We did not view our task as evaluation, or even as
describing and analyzing reform in any comprehensive way. Rather, we
wanted to capture something of the spirit and complexity of reform as
seen through many eyes in Chicago and its significance in the history and
future of American education. For this reason, we have chosen to convey
our impressions as a narrative that joins our evolving understanding to the
history of reform. We have tried to avoid stuffing reform neatly into a box
or imposing a false consistency on events; instead, we have tried to convey
its intellectual ambiguities and contradictions. We make no claim that this
report on Chicago school reform is objective in the manner of conven-
tional social science. While we have told the story as honestly as we can, we
chose to follow events in Chicago because the theory and politics of reform
excited us and engaged our sympathies.

Poking around reflects a venerable qualitative-grounded and inductive
research approach, not just a catch phrase we used to explain our activities
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period of years. What surprised us most was the seeming value of our
observations as informed “critical friends” to the people inside Chicago,
how eager they were to hear our views, how much meaning our reassur-
ance as well as cautions carried. Of course, the role carries dangers. It
requires dropping the protective shield of distance and neutrality with
which social science conventionally cloaks itself. It means reviving a late
nineteenth and early twentieth century idea of the engaged researcher in a
form that is useful and defensible a century later. In our case, engagement
enabled us to press beyond our disciplinary boundaries to find the coher-
ence in our observations, and, in the end, write with one voice.

B A C K G R O U N D

Reform is an elusive term. Attempting to define Chicago School Reform,
Michael Katz has observed:

Chicago School reform refers to a legislative act, a process, and a
social movement. As a legislative act, it signifies the radical decentral-
ization of the city’s school system achieved through the passage of the
Chicago School Reform Act (P.A. 85-1418) by the Illinois legislature
on December 2, 1988. As a process, it refers to an ongoing attempt to
implement both the letter and spirit of the act, that is, to change both
the structure and content of public schooling through the transforma-
tion of educational governance. As a social movement, Chicago school
reform means the mobilization of communities around the cause of
educational reform, the democratization of relations in school gover-
nance, and the revitalization of the public sphere.3

In this article, we use each of these three meanings of Chicago school
r e f o r m .

Under the Chicago School Reform Act, voters elect a Local School
Council for each of the city’s nearly six hundred schools. Six parents, two
community members, two teachers, the principal, and, in high schools, a
student member (originally as nonvoting, now voting except on personnel
issues) formed each council. Councils could hire principals, now stripped
of tenure and placed on four-year contracts. The law also liberalized certifi-
cation requirements and allowed principals to choose teachers for their
schools. Councils exercise broad authority over curriculum and school
management, and they control a sizable amount of state money (Chapter 1
funds allocated according to the number of students eligible for free
lunch) previously routed through the central bureaucracy.4  School reform
also capped expenses for central administration (544 employees of the
central board of education were removed from office in the first year of
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a story about independent intermediary organizations. It reveals the
crucial  role in initiating and sustaining reform played by a dense
public/private network, reform’s own civil society filled with debate and
c o n t r a d i c t i o n .

It is also a reform story that demands attention to time and place in the
telling. Time as history and time as process shape Chicago school reform.
As history, it is a radical departure from the past; as process, it undergoes
continuous change. It is never the same at two successive moments, and it
will never finish. (Rapid change sometimes has proved disruptive; as this
discussion will show, shifts in policy and direction have made steady
progress difficult and absorbed enormous amounts of time and energy that
might have been better spent on the schools.) As place, Chicago school
reform reflects the history, politics, demography, organization culture,
community life, and conflicts of its setting. It is not a blueprint that can be
copied fully in any city, although it offers insights and strategies that many
others will find important.

Chicago school reform represents, as well, a partially postmodern story.
To be sure, it assumes its institutional structure from state law; it has a uni-
form design and definable features. Yet within the city many different
reform stories coexist; origins, meaning, and purpose vary subtly with the
teller. All actors think they own Chicago school reform. The many subjec-
tivities it reflects, its diffusion and complexities, defy conventional means
of measuring reform’s impact.

Evaluating reform requires balancing perspectives. This balancing
means more than weighing different views, finding links between interpre-
tations and individual interests, or working toward some synthesis of differ-
ences. It calls for negotiating between multiple levels of analysis, holding
in constant tension the vantage points from top and bottom, seeing reform
from the view of those who run the system and those who run the
schools—appreciating the importance and role of, say, both balancing the
budget and putting a new roof on a school gym. Problems, we learned,
arise less often because the multiple layers of school reform collide than
because they move past one another, barely touching. As chroniclers or
analysts of reform, we face the challenge of keeping them both in focus.

Because of their distance and detachment, outsiders may find it easier to
see and appreciate the multiple layers of reform than those who work
inside a city every day. Outsiders, though, can mislead, misunderstand,
over or undervalue, confuse, or destroy when they breeze into a city, talk
with a limited number of people, take a few soundings, and leave. We have
learned the importance of a sustained relationship, of building wide net-
works of differently situated informants, of listening long and hard to
many people telling distinct stories, of returning again and again over a
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driven or standards-based reform prevalent in other cities. If we had gener-
alized from our first school visit, the picture would have glowed with opti-
mism. We had been pointed toward the Turner School (a pseudonym), at
the edge of a vast Chicago housing project. On the morning of our arrival,
we took a taxi from the airport to the school. Friendly children rushed to
the taxi to carry our suitcases into the building. Inside, a man dressed in
the manner of a doorman in an expensive condo (we later learned he was
the security guard) greeted us; the halls buzzed with the activity of the start
of a school day; colorful artwork decorated the walls. The school felt alive
and energetic. The principal, Marilyn Samuels, a strong and bold educator
with a firm Afrocentric commitment, welcomed us briefly. (In this article
we use pseudonyms for the names of principals, parents, and teachers.)
She would be too busy opening the school to talk to us; in the meantime,
she introduced us to the grandmother of one of the students who was an
active member of the Local School Council. Mrs. Taylor was a short woman
with wispy gray hair, probably in her sixties, who, at first, seemed shy. She
was raising the child of a daughter who had died. Before reform, she had
been an active parent in the school; now she was a member of the first
elected LSC. She was, she said, especially eager to talk with us because the
LSC was debating whole language versus the phonic method of teaching
reading. (Unfortunately, we were not of much help.)

Later, as Marilyn Samuels showed us around the school, she introduced
us to a dynamic young woman who chaired the LSC. As chair, she told us,
she had needed to learn how to run a meeting, analyze a budget, evaluate
a principal, and many other matters. With the training offered by various
independent intermediary organizations throughout Chicago, she had
learned these skills, which not only had made her think of herself as an
effective chair, but had transformed her self-confidence into an ability for
public engagement.

Turner School, a Head Start/K-8 setting, proved an exciting place to
visit. Marilyn Samuels drew on the students’ African heritage to promote
self-esteem and motivate their learning; she generated principles of value
and belief that coherently permeated teaching and learning as well as
school climate. Classrooms were cheerful and colorful; students engaged
constructively in many different kinds of activities; several teachers were
using innovative approaches. Marilyn Samuels believed that Turner would
offer its students a good education and help them resist the often danger-
ous influence of the projects, but she despaired about their experience
when they left for one of the high schools, where she feared the intellec-
tual and personal growth of children’s early years often reversed. As a solu-
tion she and some of her staff hoped to start their own high school.

Marilyn Samuels did not start a high school. Nor was all quite as well as it
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reform). Details of the Chicago School Reform Act were modified by the
state legislature—in January 1991 and May 1995. We discuss the modifica-
tions later in this article.5

Critics of reform repeatedly chastise its design for concentrating on
structural at the expense of educational issues. The original legislation
remained silent on details of curriculum and pedagogy, focusing instead
on how schools are governed. Reform’s architects, however, were neither
naive nor unreflective. They did not automatically equate governance with
instruction. Rather, their plans rested on a theory about the links between
them. Don Moore, executive director of Designs for Change and the lead-
ing theoretician of reform, articulated the links between governance and
learning. For Moore, each of the structural elements of the reform related
to the others in a complex web; together, they should result in a high-qual-
ity educational experience for every student. In outlining the assumptions
behind Chicago’s reform, Moore underscored the importance of realizing
its complexity; he finds it “particularly galling when critics simply pick out
one of these key features in isolation and assert that it represents the
essence of the Chicago plan.” He provides a chart detailing how eighteen
key elements of the Chicago reform plan would change “policies, resources
allocations, and practices” in ways that would lead to equitably distributed
high-quality classroom experiences. The plan’s assumptions rest on prior
research of Designs for Change and other organizations and a close analy-
sis of the characteristics and prerequisites of effective classrooms. The
structural elements of reform compose part of an intricate strategy whose
ultimate goal clearly is enhanced student learning.6

D I S C O V E R Y

On November 15, 1990, we arrived for our first visit to Chicago scheduled
for several appointments, with very little knowledge, a great deal of curios-
ity, and an open-ended method. How, we wondered, could we begin to
learn what was happening in a great city with more than five hundred
schools and communities unleashed to reform themselves?

In this initial learning period, we heard widely divergent stories about
the origin and progress of school reform. These stories, we came to see,
reflected both the strength and the conflict that underlay the early days of
reform: Disagreement among reform advocates, intense racial and ethnic
politics, and uncertainty about the very viability of reform itself coexisted
with shared dissatisfaction with the status quo.

On our first trip, one of the wisest observers we met said to us, “Tell me a
generalization you want to make about school reform, and I’ll show you a
school that proves it.”  This diversity set Chicago apart from central-office-
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repairs to the swimming pool, improved order in school corridors. Reform
had made some of these possible because LSC members had mobilized
power and resources to pressure the central office for services. In other
instances, reform facilitated collective discussion of day-to-day problems
within the school. Because school buildings and school life were so dismal
prior to reform, before change could register in student achievement it
would have to begin as a series of small victories over mundane problems
that dramatically interfered with teaching and learning.

The different stories we heard about reform’s genesis matched the vari-
ety we saw within schools.8 One version locates the impetus for reform at
the grass-roots among dissatisfied parents in minority communities. In fact,
most accounts see Mayor Harold Washington’s educational summits in
1986 and 1987 as catalytic events. After Washington’s death on November
25, 1987, his followers, led by the primarily African-American Parent Com-
munity Council (an outgrowth of the summit), spurred on the battle for
reform as a way of honoring Washington’s legacy. A variant of this story
finds the impetus for reform in the Hispanic community, especially among
Mexican Americans, who energized a citywide movement by combining
community-organizing tactics with a commitment to school reform.

One story, narrated by quite a few across the city,  sometimes with praise,
sometimes with criticism, put dedicated reformers led by Designs for
Change at center stage. According to this version of history, Don Moore,
founder and director of Designs, developed the intellectual underpinnings
of reform, mobilized a coalition of community members, the business com-
munity, and foundations, and, at a strategic moment—the teachers’ strike
of 1987—began to press forward. Concentrating on changing the state law
governing the organization of the school system, Designs orchestrated a
brilliant lobbying campaign in the state capitol, which resulted in the
school reform legislation of 1987. One variant of this story gives a greater
role to Chicago’s business and philanthropic communities. Another vari-
ant of the reformer-led story spreads initial responsibility more widely
among a combination of parent/community organizations and the accu-
mulating evidence (much of it the result of research by the Chicago Panel
on Public School Policy and Finance) of the failures of the Chicago public
schools. (Most people we talked with in Chicago attribute more influence
to this research data on the schools than to Secretary of Education William
Bennett’s infamous November 1987 remark that Chicago had the worst
school system in the nation.) Some commentators also stress the role of
downstate legislators who wanted to gain more control over Chicago’s
s c h o o l s .

Whatever their version of school reform’s origins, all stories emphasize
the impact of the 1987 teachers’ strike. One cynical story sees the strike as
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seemed on the surface at Turner. Some older teachers resented both her
attempts to innovate and the new teachers she had hired. The underlying
tension in the school spilled over into the LSC, which experienced a
period of conflict with the principal. Not long afterward, Marilyn Samuels
was lured away by the Edison Project, a for-profit corporation dedicated to
“reform” by privatizing public education. Her departure piqued questions
about sustaining educational change.

Had our first visit been to the Roberts School (a pseudonym), our first
impressions of Chicago school reform would have been quite different.
Also a school that served poor African-American children, Roberts seemed
a place reform had passed by. The principal, who had been very ill, was in
the last year of his term and obviously struggled to perform even the mini-
mal aspects of his role. We were shown the school by the energetic chair of
the LSC (a dedicated alumnus and parent of current students). His ease in
showing us around the school and the relatively positive response of teach-
ers to his presence showed us he was effectively in charge, and his efforts
contributed to holding the school together. Not particularly disorderly, the
school appeared mainly dull. Unlike Turner, little student work decorated
the halls or classrooms; aside from a few good teachers, the school lacked
signs of creative energy; most of the teaching appeared routine. By empow-
ering a committed parent, reform had prevented the school’s total col-
lapse, but, as of that point, it had done little more. And yet, a return visit a
few years later showed a remarkable turnaround within the school under a
new principal.

Within schools, from principals, teachers, and Local School Council
members, we heard mixed stories about the impact of the reform law.
These stories, we soon learned, depended on our question. When asked
“what difference has reform made in your school?” several principals,
appearing puzzled, could not answer, but when the question became “what
changes have taken place in your school recently?” they always responded
quickly; probed further, they agreed that most of them could not have hap-
pened without the reform law. In some cases, of course, the most impor-
tant change had been the selection of the new principal, a direct result of
reform. According to some of our informants a number of the best princi-
pals could not have been appointed prior to reform because they lacked
the credentials then required. (The reform law required only state, not, as
before, separate city, certification for principal eligibility.) The end of
reform’s first four years found new principals in about two of every five of
the city’s schools (most as a result of retirement or resignation).7 B e y o n d
this, however, initially we were unimpressed by many of the changes to
which a number of principals pointed. They seemed secondary to educa-
tion: a new roof for the gym, a copy machine for the teacher lounge,
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ready. Although racial issues surfaced in only a few principal selections,
these explosive cases received wide publicity and threatened to rock the
foundations of reform. White parents, for instance, charged that racial fac-
tors motivated the dismissal of the competent Caucasian principal of Mor-
gan Park High School; the principal’s largely African-American critics
argued that he favored white students and that Morgan Park served the
small fraction of college-bound students well but offered a less than
mediocre education to the rest. The dispute had led to a violent confronta-
tion outside the school, designed, the African-American parents said, to
discredit their children by branding them troublemakers. The LSC chair,
an African-American man, had received threatening telephone calls at his
home, and the case eventually wound up in the courts. A U.S. District
Court found in favor of the principal, but a U.S. Appellate Court reversed
the decision, and the U.S. Supreme Court refused to hear the case.1 1

When we visited an LSC meeting at Morgan Park, we noticed someone
videotaping the proceedings. We assumed the LSC had decided to keep
unusually accurate records of its meetings. An informant later told us that
a local group was taping meetings in the hope of catching the LSC chair in
a parliamentary error that it could use to discredit him in forthcoming
elections. In another high school, we were told of a Hispanic community
organization that had mobilized the community and parents against the
principal, forcing his departure, and managed to gain control of the LSC.

Another dynamic driving the Chicago story concerns the role of a cen-
tral office in a decentralized system. Reformers preferred to approach the
question as a technical issue. What should be the role of a central office in
a decentralized system? What functions had to remain at the core, which
could be delegated to the periphery, which might be contracted out? (In
1996, the question received a thoughtful and persuasive answer in the
Cross City Campaign’s Reinventing Central Office.1 2)  Some reformers
believed the central office had lost its reason for existence and should be
abolished. The problem, they felt, extended beyond the incompetence of a
number of the current administrators or the organization of the office. A
central office always would be an unnecessary impediment to reform.
Other reformers argued for an irreducible set of core functions (about
whose identity they disagreed) that should to remain centralized. For
them, the problem combined eliminating unnecessary roles with reorga-
nizing the central office to execute its core duties more effectively. (Princi-
pals we talked with reflected their own ambivalence on the issue. The cen-
tral office annoyed and harassed them; they spent far too many hours cir-
cumventing it or navigating their way through bureaucratic channels to
find the resources they needed. Still, they wanted an efficient central office
they could call for advice and assistance.) For many African Americans,
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the moment that many in the business community gave up on the school
system. In this story, many business leaders supported reform because they
thought it would fail and believed that its collapse would pave the way for
vouchers and the privatization of the system. (Some attribute the willing-
ness of downstate legislators to vote for reform to a desire to punish the
city and its leaders.) Some African Americans saw reform as an attempt by
whites to regain control of the public school system, finally under the con-
trol of blacks. Reform never would have happened—hundreds of officials
would not have been demoted, removed, or fired; Springfield would not
have intervened—if whites had controlled the system, they argued. Others
saw reform as a power grab by organized Hispanics, a first step in the devel-
opment of a new political machine with great power in Hispanic sections
of the city.9

These stories are not entirely incompatible, and based on our observa-
tions none of them is wholly wrong. Most narrators combined more than
one of them in their explanations of reform’s origins. In fact, similar
dynamics drive these stories. One concerns racial and ethnic politics,
which, early in its history, threatened to tear school reform apart. Since the
1960s, the Chicago school system had served as an avenue of upward
mobility for African Americans, who held large numbers of positions in its
central administration. Between 1968 and 1972, the proportion of “Negro”
personnel in area and central offices increased 51.6 percent while the total
personnel in these offices rose only 7.6 percent. In the same years, the
increase in the number of “Negro” board of education “civil service per-
sonnel,” 88.5 percent, nearly doubled the 46.8 percent total growth in this
employment category.1 0 An attack on the competence of “Pershing Road,”
as the central office was known, also appeared to be an attack on black
administrators. (We have not been able to determine the number of
African-American administrators who lost their jobs. Knowledgeable infor-
mants have criticized the official board statistics so severely that we cannot
rely on them.) The layoffs of black administrators became an especially
sensitive issue because of their recent ascendance into the central adminis-
tration and, very likely, because the school system served as a more impor-
tant source of upward mobility in the African-American than in the white
community. As a result, although deeply dissatisfied with the schools, many
middle-class African Americans and black advocacy organizations criticized
the school reform legislation and questioned the motives of reformers. To
develop an alternative approach to reform, a diverse coalition of African
Americans formed the African American Education Research Institute,
which was affiliated loosely with the Chicago Urban League.

Paralleling citywide politics, racial and ethnic politics sometimes also
erupted at the local school level. And when they did, the media were
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munity organizations—reform could not have happened and it would not
have been sustained. Because it rendered school walls porous  to seek  and
receive assistance outside the school system, school reform encouraged the
formation of still more organizations, notably professionals (lawyers,
accountants, media specialists) committed to advancing reform, educators
offering imaginative forms of in-service education, groups providing train-
ing for LSC members, and purveyors of new educational programs.
Indeed, because substantial dollars were now managed autonomously by
LSCs, school reform created a new market for educational goods of varying
quality, and we often thought that LSC members and school personnel
needed a Consumers’ Report covering educational products and services. 

Despite the energy of its champions, in its early days, reform’s sustain-
ability remained an open question: Unresolved structural issues, racial and
ethnic conflicts, tensions between the rights of tenured teachers and the
personnel decisions of LSCs, difficulties persuading teachers and parents
to seize the opportunity for change now offered them, and the school sys-
tem’s perennial budget problems all posed threats. Could reform survive?
No one knew the answer, but a decision by the Illinois Supreme Court on
November 30, 1990, forced a confrontation with the question. The princi-
pals’ union had brought suit against the implementation of reform. It con-
tended that by stripping principals of tenure, the reform law was illegal
and further, that the method of electing LSCs was unconstitutional
because it violated the “one person/one vote” requirement. The State
Supreme Court rejected the principals’ claim to tenure but supported
their contention that the election of LSCs violated the federal
c o n s t i t u t i o n .14  

The decision galvanized the various branches of the reform community.
The mayor “appointed” the current LSC members, a technical strategy to
assure they could  retain their offices, but the major question became how
to amend the law. Reformers centered around Designs for Change formu-
lated one plan; the African American Education Research Institute devel-
oped a method of proportional representation that it believed would bet-
ter serve black interests; others tried to find alternatives or to broker com-
promises. All the tensions in the reform movement surfaced in the debate
about the law governing the election: If the legislature needed to pass a
bill changing the election law, would it be a good time to ask it to fix some
other aspects of the law as well? Was this the time to fine-tune the original
law, or would opening the possibility of change allow opponents to under-
cut reform? Not since the first reform law had been passed had Chicago
school reform appeared so tenuous.

Representatives of most reform constituencies cobbled together a com-
promise. In early January 1991, Designs for Change gathered supporters in
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attempts to diminish the role of the central office served as coded assaults
on African-American administrators. The debate on the central office role
moved dramatically toward recentralization in May 1995 when the state
legislature radically transformed the system’s administrative structure. As
we describe below, the newly appointed board of trustees, led by its Chief
Executive Officer (CEO), Paul Vallas, moved aggressively to implement a
vision of what it considered a stronger, tougher, more competent and
effective central administration under the mayor’s authority.

Despite, or maybe because of, a number of tensions, in the years prior to
1995, school reform mobilized a vibrant transracial, cross-class coalition
whose energy vibrated across the city. The formation of this coalition itself
represented a historic achievement in American urban politics. On Novem-
ber 17, 1990, we first encountered this coalition at a meeting of the City-
wide Coalition for School Reform, a collection of organizations involved in
school reform. The previous evening, we had been told about the meeting
and assured we would be welcome to attend. We just could squeeze it in
before our plane home. At 7:45 on a Saturday morning we arrived, suit-
cases in hand, at Chicago’s Urban League, the meeting’s site. About one
hundred people had arrived before us. The presentations showed an
extremely diverse group of speakers reveling in the excitement of school
reform. A white man sitting next to us stood and offered the pro bono ser-
vices of CPAs for the Public Interest to any LSC that needed help with ana-
lyzing budgets. Next, the woman representing the Lawyers School Reform
Advisory Project rose, offering trained mediators and guidelines for rating
and evaluating principals. Journalists and media workers volunteered time,
resources, and public media space. Anne Hallett from the Wieboldt Foun-
dation and others from the Donors Forum, a coalition of foundations and
private investors, discussed principles of philanthropy that would advance
reform. A member of the Teachers’ Task Force, an organization of teach-
ers sympathetic to reform, spoke next about the coalition of educators
from across the city engaged in the tough work of professional develop-
ment and curricular innovation. Mary Lewis from the Teachers’ Task Force
offered one of the wisest statements about school reform that we heard.
“Every school has to reinvent the wheel.” Someone called for a students’
c o a l i t i o n .

The coalition meeting highlighted Chicago school reform’s remarkable,
ever- expanding infrastructure, its own rolling civil society. Local founda-
tions, which have played a remarkably constructive role particularly in the
early years of reform, helped promote and sustain this civil society with
f u n d i n g .1 3 Without the institutional density around public education in
Chicago—advocacy and research organizations, associations of business
leaders, a cooperative foundation community, race/ethnicity-based com-
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We had learned a great deal in a short time about the politics of Chicago
school reform and about the structural issues embedded in reform. To
what use should we put this knowledge? Where should we direct our atten-
tion? We had ventured into Chicago school reform hoping to learn
enough to interpret it for an audience outside the city. How, we wondered,
could we even convey the complexity we encountered to outsiders? Drawn
closer to the reform community, did we have something, no matter how
small, to offer it as well?

O UTSIDERS BECOME QUAS I- INSIDERS

Several characteristics of reform contributed to our sense that we never
would really grasp its complexities. First were the multiple stories of
reform, each real from the perspective of the teller, which reflected the
absence of a single center through whose history the story of reform could
be told. Reform’s strength and attractiveness lay in its multiple locations,
cast of thousands, and rich organizational infrastructure, all of which
created intersecting but independent stories that left attempts to general-
ize facile and shallow. Second, we realized fairly early that reform refers to
an ongoing process, not an event with a clear beginning and end.
Predictably, another challenge to reform would always surface. Each new
challenge brought more questions about the future of reform, although
each challenge provided a stage for displaying the issues and alignments.
Third, the focus of reform varied at different levels of participation. We
once left for a scheduled school visit from an intensely interesting meeting
in which leaders of reform organizations debated a crucial issue—where to
cut budgets and the implications of financial crisis. Once at the school, we
were immersed in the immediacy of the school’s everyday crises and
concerns, which cast the earlier debate as abstract and indulgent. We real-
ized the importance of both levels of debate and concern and struggled to
connect them.

Finally, we wondered how to address the chronically asked question:  Is
Chicago school reform working?  The “is it working” question came to us
from both insiders and outsiders. We felt uncomfortable trying to answer it
because “it” and “working” were ambiguous. Is “it” the law? Its implementa-
tion? The schools? How should we measure “working”? The available data
were inadequate for a rich discussion of school culture, teaching, and
learning; they also neglected the effect of high rates of student mobility
among schools; the time frame seemed too short to expect dramatic
results; the tests used to measure results were full of problems; the pace of
change differed greatly among schools; and the stress on immediate and
measurable results seemed a narrow and reductionist emphasis given the
many problems school reform needed to address. In any event, the
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school buses and drove them to Springfield, the state capital, to lobby the
legislators and force them to vote on a new bill legalizing reform before
adjourning. We rode with the reform supporters, observed them working
the corridors, buttonholing legislators, speaking at impromptu meetings,
jamming the galleries. As we watched legislators maneuver, reform seemed
a political football, carried or tossed away by representatives always with an
eye to its impact on their future. At the end of a long, frustrating, often
boring day, the end became clear: The legislature would pass the reform-
ers’ bill; reform would be legal again. (The January legislation allowed the
mayor to reappoint the LSCs; a July amendment set up the new election
p r o c e s s . )

Chicago school reform had surmounted its first great challenge. Reform-
ers could proceed with new confidence and security. But to what end? How
could reformers direct their energies away from questions of politics and
structure and toward students and learning? As we watched reformers
grapple with these issues, we thought about what we had learned in these
first several months. For one thing, our experiences had confirmed the dif-
ficulty of generalizing about the impact of systemic reform on all schools.
For another, it taught us the importance of small victories and their role in
the reform process. Clearly, too, from our observations reform already had
demonstrated that with technical assistance and support, parents and com-
munity members could work with educators on educational issues, analyze
budgets and governance questions, and evaluate principals. And most evi-
dent, we learned that reformers had to anticipate and contend with resis-
tance from many quarters.

The citywide mobilization around the sudden need to reformulate the
electoral process revealed reform’s broad base of support; already,
throughout the city, LSC members, reform groups, key players in the busi-
ness and philanthropic communities, teachers, and many others were not
prepared to let it die. Indeed, as we realized much later, the multiple sto-
ries about reform’s origins reflected groups’ pride in their contributions to
reform and possessiveness about their achievements as well as the city’s vast
and colorful montage. So deep was the commitment to reform that many
wanted to claim its parentage. The conflicting stories we heard signified
the strength and variety of reform, not confusion or weakness.1 5 D e s p i t e
their varied perspectives, everyone could see that the future of reform was
tenuous. Financial crisis could hobble or destroy it; the reform community
disagreed over key issues; the reduced central office, many told us, what-
ever its official line, undercut reform at every opportunity because schools
still lacked necessary authority; and racial and ethnic tensions could erupt
at any time. Somehow, situated in a context of multiple “owners,” reform’s
very tenuousness strengthened it as a social movement.

As we thought about all we had observed, we questioned our own role.
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people, and encountered a greater diversity of views, than most of the
reformers in the city. Our reactions did not simply mimic what everyone
was saying. Nor were we hopelessly romantic in our assessment.

As our immediate “product,” we decided on memos to the reform com-
munity. The timing proved propitious. Struggling with unresolved ques-
tions, faced with the need to rethink some issues in light of the recent
court challenge to the law, reformers held a series of retreats sponsored by
various organizations. We attended two of them. There they tried to thrash
out some of the major issues confronting reform. A January 1991 retreat
agenda included integrating school and community, setting conditions for
innovation, alternative assessment and testing, LSC structure, and public
policy (interfacing with the board, government, and so on). One year later
the major topics were school-centered issues (teaching and learning),
funding and equity, restructuring the central office, and nurturing the
reform coalition. Although we had little to contribute to the conversations
themselves, we listened with great care, pooled our reactions, and wrote
memoranda to the retreats’ sponsors, which were widely distributed. The
outsiders had become quasi-insiders.

FOCUS ON THE SCHOOL S

On each of our trips to Chicago, we had combined interviews with repre-
sentatives of reform groups and visits to schools. At first, we went to the
schools recommended to us because people considered them to be exem-
plary places where one could see the early impact of reform. A turning
point came for us, however, when we were invited to attend some LSC
meetings at schools that were part of a Chicago Panel for School Policy
study. We began to see “unscripted” changes resulting from reform, but,
although reform was still new, they were changes that the people in these
settings already were taking for granted. The panel had selected these
schools because they represented a cross-section and not because they were
exemplary (although one of the elementary schools in their sample was
indeed widely considered one of the jewels of reform). Two vignettes show
the kinds of interactions we believed would never have taken place without
the reform legislation.

Although she spoke English, the young Latina, in one of her first meet-
ings as LSC chair, appeared uncomfortable with her role, which required
the use of Roberts Rules of Order and a formal leadership stance. She gladly
accepted the coaching of LSC community representatives more experi-
enced with parliamentary procedure they had learned elsewhere. In subtle
ways, they supported the chair and helped her through the meeting. The
principal’s experience with an agenda and knowledge of school matters
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excellent work of the Consortium for Research on Chicago School Reform
and the Chicago Panel systematically and with great sensitivity was docu-
menting and assessing the impact of reform.16 Did we have anything at all
to add?

Our doubts about our role in reform partially resolved themselves unex-
pectedly. By early 1991, we could not miss the gloom and mild depression
settling over many in the reform community. Caught up in the daily strug-
gles over implementing reform—the recalcitrant board of education, the
perennial budget crisis, racial tensions, the obduracy of urban schools—
many of those to whom we spoke wondered if reform was working,  if it
could work. Impatient critics already were forecasting its failure; advocates
of vouchers and private choice were waiting, not too quietly, in the wings.
The challenge to the law intensified worries; court cases consumed energy
and money. When could reformers find time to focus their efforts on the
schools, which, after all, are what reform was about?

From where we sat, the situation was not nearly as gloomy as many of our
informants believed. Reform represented a historic achievement—the
most radical restructuring of an urban school system and its relation to its
communities in a century. Reformers in the city had created an unprece-
dented multiracial, cross-class coalition dedicated to school improvement
through democracy. An infrastructure of organizations offering profes-
sional development, educational programs, professional services, commu-
nity organizing, and advocacy had blossomed to support reform. Every-
where we visited, evidence of positive change was abundant. Problems per-
sisted, but the accomplishments in a short time had proved remarkable.
The glass was at least half full. Reformers needed to hear the good news,
and, with a March 1991 op ed piece in the Chicago Tribune, we tried to
deliver it.17  

The result astounded us. On a visit soon after the publication of our
piece, we found it tacked up on bulletin boards all over the city. At a large
citywide meeting on school reform, people approached us to report that
they had photocopied hundreds of copies to distribute to friends and col-
leagues. We were introduced, almost everywhere, as the authors of the
piece that everyone seemed to have read, and appreciated. That experi-
ence made us aware that something about our outsiders’ perspective actu-
ally gave us a unique vantage point and a kind of authoritative voice that
surprised us. In a sense, how others perceived us and the nature of our
evolving understanding became a part of our inquiry.

Reactions to the piece awakened us to something we had not antici-
pated. People in Chicago wanted to know what we outsiders thought about
reform. We realized that what we knew derived from an unusual network
of friends and informants. On our visits, we talked with a wider array of
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achieving to a student-centered, inquiry-based, writing-rich school. The
school had its sights on raising test scores, but the principal accepted the
reality that such gains would take much time and some experimentation.
We left the school feeling we had seen an illustration of reform’s potential.
We then traveled downtown to interview representatives of the School
Finance Authority (SFA) in the plush offices of a prestigious law firm high
in the Sears Tower Building. Waiting for our interview, we looked out the
window at Chicago sprawling beneath us. Surely, many schools were within
our range of view, but we could identify none of them. The children we
had observed an hour before remained on another planet. We had
ascended to learn the view of school reform from outer space.

The fiscal watchdog of the system, the SFA was a powerful body armed
with authority—which it used—to reject the school board’s proposed bud-
get. We interviewed an attorney and an accountant for the SFA. Both men
devoted a great deal of time to the affairs of the school system; there was
no mistaking their concern. But they knew very little about what was hap-
pening in classrooms; we doubted they had been in a public school for a
long time. The issues that concerned them remained removed from the
ones preoccupying the marvelous principal with whom we had spent the
morning. They might have lived on different planets. From them we heard
a discourse of relative powerlessness: Our hands are tied. Since the legisla-
tion, we lack power and the whole thing is likely to collapse under the
weight of budget cuts. But there is nothing we can do. As you know, we
expect a $200-$300 million deficit.

The contrast was stunning. The night before we had watched some of
the poorest parents in Chicago, empowered by school reform, believing
they could help turn their school around, energetically interview candi-
dates for principal. We had just seen how an inspired principal could trans-
form an elementary school in a poor neighborhood into a center of learn-
ing and creativity while corporate executives felt powerless. Something had
shifted; the sense of possibility and power slid wildly down Chicago’s very
stratified social ladder.

From the Sears Tower we hurried to the headquarters of an interna-
tional corporation. Its CEO helped organize the business community’s
involvement with school reform. Chicago’s business community had
devoted an extraordinary amount of time and resources to school reform.
Without its active commitment, reform never would have happened. Why,
we wanted to know, had business contributed so much? What did it want in
return? Our host made one answer abundantly clear: a trained workforce.
He remained appalled by the disjunction between high unemployment
and the inability of businesses to find employees in Chicago capable of fill-
ing highly paid skilled jobs. Without correction, he feared the situation
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easily could have led him to dominate the meeting and overpower the LSC
chair; nonetheless, he refrained and deferred to her. Every so often a
group of parents in attendance, many of whom did not speak English at
all, asked for translation. One of the community representatives took on
the role of translator. In this meeting we saw members of the school com-
munity interact in ways defined by the requirements of the reform legisla-
tion  and that diverged from traditional status differences and roles. For
example, a parent tried out formal meeting procedures; a group of com-
munity members, both parents and interested residents, supported each
other in learning parliamentary procedures. Likewise, the principal
deferred to parents and community members about school activities.

Another LSC meeting we attended at the invitation of a Chicago Panel
researcher amazed us. This meeting had many of the same qualities as the
one described above, because it, too, structured the interaction of school
community members in a radically different way than before reform. Here,
the work of the LSC was to interview the final candidates for principal. The
entire LSC and many parents and community members filled the audito-
rium of the school to which all four finalists (winnowed from a group of
over seventy applicants) had been invited to present themselves. However,
rather than interviewing them one by one, the LSC invited all four to share
the stage. Each of them briefly spoke about his or her qualifications for the
position. The large group of parents and community members in the audi-
ence then peppered them with questions. What would you do about disci-
pline?  What about after-school activities?  How about maintenance of the
building?  Each candidate responded, one occasionally edging out another
to get in a word of response, at times one clarifying for another by rephras-
ing the original statement. Again the opportunity for parents directly to
communicate their expectations to principal candidates and for candidates
to address them would never have happened without the legislation
enacted in Springfield, but participants viewed it simply as the business
they were about.

As with principals, it proved unproductive to ask LSC members what dif-
ference reform had made to them. Reform had created their positions.
Nonetheless, LSC members had difficulty identifying ways in which reform
was affecting the school itself. Because of the depth of its saturation in
schools,  reform became invisible to the school community members them-
selves. This became intensely obvious to us on visits when we moved from
boardroom to classroom. The coincidence of events during two of our vis-
its foregrounded this dissonance.

One morning we visited a school that under the leadership of a strong
democratic and visionary principal and the strategic use of discretionary
funds for professional development had transformed itself from a low-
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schools. Student learning, after all, the impetus for reform, would be the
final criterion for its success or failure. Reformers now could shift their
attention to the classroom because the structure of reform seemed secure,
at least for the moment. The reform movement had emerged strengthened
from the court challenge. Most participants we interviewed considered its
basic features irreversible. LSCs were there to stay.

Indeed, LSCs revealed their “ownership” of reform in a dramatic
moment. The central office convened a summit on reform on Saturday
April 6, 1991, at Lane Technical High School. Organizations from all over
the city sent delegates, and the attendance numbered in the hundreds.
The program began, bizarrely, with a rendition of “Danny Boy” by a local
singer. After some introductory comments, delegates spent most of the day
in small workshops. Leaders had been chosen by the central office, which
defined the questions to be discussed and prepared (we thought quite
poor quality) material. As the day wore on, delegates, especially represen-
tatives of LSCs, became more and more restive with the workshop leaders,
who tried to steer discussions on predefined tracks. By the plenary session
late in the afternoon, rebellion was brewing. An official of the school sys-
tem attempted to present resolutions allegedly reflecting the consensus of
the workshops. The delegates rebelled. One after another they went to the
microphones in the huge auditorium to denounce the central office, the
agenda, and the organization of the event. The grass-roots rebellion made
clear that LSC members felt they owned reform; they resented the board’s
paternalism and distrusted its motives. They embodied reform, and they
were not about to surrender their power. We saw stirring the possibility of
a strong coalition of LSCs, with powerful potential. Yet, LSCs did not man-
age to form their own organization until 1994. As a consequence, in the
early crucial years of reform, they lacked an organized voice.

The real action, it was clear, was happening at local schools. How would
we select ones to study? Given our constraints, we decided that we could
follow three schools—two elementary and one high school—over a period
of a year or two to gauge the impact of reform on them. (Chicago is basi-
cally a system of K-8 and high schools.) We hoped to follow some of our
hunches, conceding that, as someone counseled us on our very first visit,
what we would see would not nearly represent the tremendous variation
among school settings in Chicago. Nonetheless, we decided to choose set-
tings with specific variations. We wanted schools with contention over the
racial and ethnic identity of the school community. We wanted to see
schools trying teaching and learning innovations. We wanted to see the dif-
ferences reform made in high schools as well as in elementary schools. We
wanted to see a school with a new principal hired by the LSC as well one
where the LSC retained the principal. We looked for variation in the kind
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would worsen, and he wanted to assure an adequately trained labor force
for the twenty-first century. These meetings in the Sears Tower and  the
corporation headquarters focused on macro-level finance and policy. Both
were interviews with figures who expressed little tolerance for trial and
error. We worried.

On another day, in a foundation’s board room we observed a meeting
that tried to locate the source of the school system’s budget deficit and to
propose cuts. We left before the meeting ended to make our scheduled
appointment with the principal of an elementary school. We were struck by
the contrast between the conversations in the Loop and the activities in the
school. We felt impelled to warn the people in the school about the down-
town conversations and their implications for Chicago’s schoolchildren,
but we found ourselves unable to convey the sense of urgency we felt. We
could not even find an opening, and somehow, the importance of those
conversations faded into the background as the immediacy of everyday life
in the school came forward. The rich texture of school life quickly shifted
our view. Children, their hair recently neatened and wearing the navy and
white “uniforms” this LSC had voted to require, lined up to enter class-
rooms; teachers readied their rooms for the day; the principal looked up
from mounds of paperwork on her desk to see parents at the front desk
with business of one sort or another to take care of; the custodians made
sure the heat was on. The principal knew very little about what was hap-
pening in the central office or in discussions in reform circles, and she was
not very interested. She wanted the resources and freedom to get on with
her job.

Together, the two experiences forced us to recognize that what people
talked about downtown often failed to reflect the reality of schools or to
have meaning for the people who worked in them. Yet it was important to
look in the schools for downtown’s fall-out and its obverse—(un)awareness
of actual life in the schools in the consciousness of the people downtown.

For this reason, when we decided to extend our research, we realized
that we needed to look intensively at schools at the same time as we contin-
ued to follow the macro-level. This two-level approach allowed us to see an
evolving set of parallel “story lines,” the reformers and policymakers’ story
and the story in local schools. Indeed, this proved to be a very useful way of
tracking what was happening and at the same time keeping each story line
in perspective. In our look at schools, we continued to see a gulf between
conversations at the macro level and everyday life, but we also saw the rip-
ples of these macro-level decisions washing up onto the schools.

Our new focus paralleled the development of reform itself. At retreats,
indeed everywhere throughout the city, one note sounded clearly. Reform
had to move beyond structural questions to focus on learning in the
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committed parents. Believing order in the school required walls between
the school and the community, the former principal had endeavored to
keep parents and community out. The new principal took the walls down
and opened the school to the community. In her first year at Bryan, she
initiated an extensive program of after-school activities, hired an African-
American male teacher who had grown up in the neighborhood, and
employed a night shift policeman who knew the community to work with
students on social activities. His sensitivity to neighborhood dynamics
made him a strong presence in the school. He served as informal coun-
selor to students and started a basketball team. Bryan joined a group of
schools involved in the Comer project, which requires a high level of
parent involvement. The principal hired a former LSC chair as a commu-
nity liaison and even opened a dialogue with neighborhood gang mem-
bers. She weathered a conflict with an LSC chair (a misunderstanding
about the responsibilities of principal and LSC) and eventually built a
working relationship with the LSC.

In each school, we asked the principal to designate a liaison to help us
arrange our visits. At Bryan, the principal chose a teacher we knew as active
in the Teachers’ Task Force. When she appeared for our first visit, after
the new principal had been there a few months, she looked 20 years
younger than the last time we had seen her. Smiling, she seemed renewed
and excited about recognition for her teaching abilities—indeed, we were
impressed by her innovative kindergarten classroom with children engaged
in challenging work.

In our last visits to Bryan, we encountered a staggering number of new
initiatives. Although the old-guard teachers complained about lack of disci-
pline and safety, others were excited about trying new teaching approaches
and opportunities for professional development. We also heard concern
about lack of focus. In its embrace of several uncoordinated innovations,
Bryan exemplified what Anthony Bryk and his colleagues have labeled a
“Christmas tree” school.1 8 Bryan also had become a more inviting place for
parents and more stimulating for students after two years with the new
principal. We wondered whether the excitement would shake down into a
coherent approach to education and translate into improved student
l e a r n i n g .

The answers will be important for reform. The intelligent and energetic
new principal plays no role in citywide school reform. She is not a “star” like
the principals of showcase schools. She represents, rather, a realistic level of
talent to expect among the system’s principals. Can a committed, ordinarily
competent principal work with her teachers and LSC to turn around a fail-
ing school set in a low-income community beset by all the problems familiar
in inner cities?
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of neighborhood, and indeed picked schools in three totally different com-
munities. We ended up finding even more ways they varied than we had
imagined when we started out, and we also found that some of the differ-
ences we anticipated among the schools proved less important or less real
than appeared at first. We sought schools not to be able to generalize find-
ings (the number was obviously too small) but to generalize questions to
be asked about reform on the ground.

BR YAN EL EMENTA RY SC HOO L

Located in a low-income, African-American South Chicago neighborhood
adjacent to a large public housing project, Bryan’s building is 1950’s era
modern, white brick and glass. Most of the entirely African-American stu-
dents live in low-income households and are eligible for free lunch. The
light-filled entryway, two stories high, nurtures philodendron, its long
shoots dangling from the planters high above. At eye level in the sunny
entryway, cactus gardens filled large fish tanks, photographs of Martin
Luther King and Harold Washington hung above one of the tanks and
African weavings above another. A stairway to the second floor dominated
the space. This was the school where we witnessed the principal interview,
and the principal-candidate for whom we had rooted had won. We wanted
to learn how the “winner,” an African-American woman, would fare. She
had never been a principal before. Her sophisticated responses to ques-
tions about discipline and staff interaction in the interview had reflected
her background in counseling and, undoubtedly, contributed to her selec-
tion. Her white male predecessor had led the school for many years, but
when it became clear that the LSC would not renew his contract, he
abruptly left the school during the spring term. For months the school
operated without a permanent principal. Although parents and commu-
nity members had been unhappy with his aloofness and refusal to arrange
after-school activities, a loyal group of teachers had viewed him as the
source of an orderly and safe environment in the building. Other teachers,
however, criticized his style and blamed him for making the school a color-
less place that did not value innovative teaching.

As the principal pointed out to us, a lively drug trade exists in the streets
around the school, as well as gang activity and other dangers often associ-
ated with low-income urban neighborhoods. At the same time, we heard
many of the parents at the LSC meeting tell how they had attended Bryan
and remembered it fondly as a good school. They hoped to help it regain
its past quality. Several of the teachers recalled that they had taught the
parents of children in the school. Despite the school’s difficulties and its
setting, the new principal could draw on a core of residentially stable and
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Speaking to teachers, parents, and community members outside the
principal’s office, we discovered tensions among both the staff and LSC
and dissension about the principal. The first couple of LSC elections had
brought a large number of Latino parents and community members onto
the council. The LSC had hired an outside group to work with them on
organizational development and strategic planning. It also had developed
a strong committee structure and set substantive educational goals for the
school, including a whole-language focus and an emphasis on increased
bilingual services. The principal aligned himself with the LSC’s agenda and
easily won reappointment for a new four-year term.

Soon, however, dissatisfaction arose over the principal’s follow-through.
Some LSC members believed the principal had failed to implement the
programs on which they had agreed. As the time for his next contract
renewal approached, he worried, with good cause, that the LSC would fire
him. Consequently, in August 1993 he took advantage of a school board
offer of early retirement and abruptly announced his resignation. Many
teachers and community members  forwarded the candidacy of the assis-
tant principal, a white woman and an ally of the former principal, to the
LSC. However, a strong Latino LSC member backed an outside candidate,
a Latina who had worked at the subdistrict office. This contest brought to
the surface the underlying tensions in the school and community over
Siler’s mission. The LSC engineered the appointment of the Latina candi-
date as acting principal and the assistant principal retired. At the next LSC
election, a group of white, non-Latino parents and community members
campaigned vigorously and won a majority on the LSC. The acting Latina
principal inherited staff loyal to the former assistant principal and a hostile
LSC. Although some Latino members remained, her principal supporter
no longer served on the LSC. The new LSC promptly dismissed the consul-
tant group, which was rumored to be pro-Latino and the source of contro-
versy over the bilingual program. Nonetheless, the principal managed to
retain her position.

Siler had proved a tough school to understand in any depth. We learned
the power of a principal to mask the work of the school from outsiders and
to block internal dissension among staff from public view. Rarely invited to
visit classrooms or engage in conversation about teaching and learning, we
can say less about the quality of instruction in Siler than in other schools
we visited less frequently. Siler illustrated, too, how contested definitions of
community played themselves out inside schools, for the struggle between
non-Latino whites and Latinos for control of the school mirrored their
efforts to define the changing neighborhood in which they lived. Still, even
though it did not guarantee improvement at Siler, school reform remained
an essential prerequisite to improvement. Without reform, without the
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SILER  E LEM EN TAR Y SCH OO L

A visit to Siler on a tour arranged for visiting educators interested in
Chicago school reform impressed one of our team members. We thought
it a good example of a school with a lot of potential. Long a European-
immigrant destination, its neighborhood on the north side not far from
the lake contains a large and growing Hispanic population as well as gen-
trifiers. Siler’s principal boasted about plans for innovative curriculum in
the areas of language and math, a special cultural program, and plans for
enhancing the bilingual program.

The immense scale of Siler’s early-twentieth-century building dwarfs the
youngest students who occupy the first floor. Its wide, stately hallways, with
architectural moldings and aged oak trim, open to large classrooms with
high ceilings. Dull, aging paint undermined efforts to brighten the hall-
ways with banners and bulletin boards. The principal’s office contrasted
sharply with the cavernous hallways and the crowded, functional school
office. The principal had commandeered a classroom across from the
office and decorated it with his own furniture. Facing his desk, positioned
diagonally at one corner of the room, sat a large leather couch, a generous
molded plastic coffee table, and  several comfortable chairs. The intense
fragrance of potpourri in a bowl on the coffee table filled the room. The
soft furniture encouraged lounging.

On our first visit, the principal arranged for us to meet some of the
members of the LSC and, in effect, ask their permission to visit regularly
and interview people associated with the school. The LSC chair, the princi-
pal, the assistant principal, who would be our liaison at Siler, and the
school secretary attended the meeting. The principal had asked the school
secretary to translate for the LSC chair, a non-English-speaking Latina
woman. Neither the principal nor the assistant principal spoke Spanish,
although the principal was learning the language.

The principal, at the school for about six years, previously had worked in
the central administration and the regional office. An eastern European
refugee who had come to the United States with his parents as a young boy, he
took pride in his study of anthropology in college and of Siler’s special cultural
programs. As a non-English speaker who had experienced the difficulties of
assimilation, he believed he could empathize with recent immigrants. The
assistant principal had taught math at the school for many years and at the
time of our visits oversaw discipline; she did not teach classes.

When we reflected on our first visit to Siler, we realized we had never left
the principal’s office. The principal and assistant principal arranged all of
the interviews in his office and they both stayed there while we talked.
Although  it was quiet and comfortable, their presence constrained conver-
sations. We needed to leave the office and move around the school.
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both the LSC and the Professional Personnel Advisory Committee (PPAC;
mandated by law, at Barkan the PPAC consists of the entire faculty orga-
nized by subject area) influenced how the school decided to spend the
Chapter 1 funds, which amounted to several hundred thousand dollars a
year. However, through the force of his personality, his willingness to
reward effective teachers with discretionary materials, and his command of
budget details and school operations, Barkan’s principal in effect made
the decisions about money with the input of faculty and the acquiescence
of his LSC. (At the LSC budget meeting we attended, only the student
member raised serious and searching questions about the principal’s pro-
posals.) School reform allowed him to make many more decisions without
the approval of the system’s central office, and the LSC legitimated his
authority. As many indicated, he operated like a CEO. He had even con-
vinced the LSC chair to evaluate his performance and renew his contract
ahead of schedule. With little time to deliberate, the knowledge that he
had garnered many resources for the school, and the improvement in the
school’s status, the LSC could not fault him for anything other than his
sometimes overbearing behavior.

Barkan illustrated a model of school governance seemingly at variance
with the theory of reform. A powerful principal acted as the CEO of a com-
pliant board and the patron of successful employees. Although it was not
democracy, the school climate remained orderly; the physical plant shone
with cleanliness and good repair; teachers received more equipment and
supplies than in most other high schools; the principal did not try to tell
them how to teach; and potential “good” students flocked to the school in
great numbers. Improvements came at the price of demographic manipu-
lation; the principal managed to exclude many of the students who created
“difficulties” in other schools and would have lowered average test scores.
How much innovation he would permit, or teachers would dare try,
remained unclear because he ruled not only through reward but also
through fear, and few teachers would talk to us openly. And there were
strict limits on free expression, as in his harsh and excessive reaction to
criticism in the school newspaper.

With close observations at only three schools and more cursory ones at
several others, we certainly cannot generalize about school reform at the
local school level. However, the view from these few schools  raised a set of
questions and concerns about school reform. Through the schools, we
could see how the structure of school reform, decisions made at other lev-
els of the system, and local contexts played out in the actions of principals,
teachers, and LSC members. By poking around, we discovered the intersec-
tions among the conversations taking place at different levels and the
impact of reform in the schools.
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conflict provoked by the LSC and its attack on the principal, nothing, we
suspect, would have changed very much. The principal, supported by his
allies, had created a cozy, comfortable world insulated from interference—
only it did not serve its children very well.

BA RKAN HIGH  SCH OO L

Although it sits in a largely white working-class neighborhood, surrounded
by neat one-story bungalows, Barkan High School on the western edge of
Chicago’s south side draws its students from an ethnically diverse catch-
ment area. On our first visit to Barkan, we met the principal in his spacious
and startlingly neat office furnished with a couple of desks, a conference
table, and some comfortable chairs.

Using needed repairs as an opportunity to improve the overall physical
plant and program, including construction of a botany lab, new computer
rooms, and a landscaped central courtyard, the principal immersed him-
self in every aspect of the work from the financial details to paint colors. A
table in one corner of his office displayed paint chips and linoleum sam-
ples. He had found extra funds outside the school’s regular allocations,
and he appeared as serious and attentive to this project as he would have
been to renovations on his own home. The image of the school on every
level seemed his overriding concern. Unlike Siler’s principal, he took us
on a tour of the building every time we came to visit.

We had learned about Barkan during the first phase of our research
from educators concerned about the changing boundaries of the school’s
catchment area and—in one view—the principal’s deliberate attempt to
change the racial composition of the school by making it less black. The
proportion of African Americans in the school had increased from 4.2 per-
cent in 1979 to 38.4 percent in 1987; by 1995, it had dropped to 17.3 per-
c e n t .1 9 In our first meeting the principal, a white man in his fifties, con-
firmed much of the story, although not the interpretation of his intent. He
detailed his success at shifting the boundaries of the neighborhood that
fed the school and at creating “options for knowledge” programs—magnet
programs open to students citywide who meet entry criteria. Through
these mechanisms he had retained a substantial proportion of white stu-
dents and, through demographic manipulation rather than instructional
innovation, raised overall achievement. As a result, students now competed
to enter Barkan, which received many times more applicants than it could
a c c o m m o d a t e .

The principal managed to control his staff and LSC as well as the
school’s physical environment. Of the three principals, only Barkan’s
viewed reform as a way to i n c r e a s e his power and control. Through his vigi-
lance, Barkan received every available state Chapter 1 dollar. In theory,
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and sponsored the project designed to reengineer the central office.
Squeezed between a hostile administration and fiscal crisis, the progress of
reform seemed stalled. Survival rather than forward movement had
become the issue. Our November 1993 visit left us depressed, uncertain
about the story line we had thought we knew.

TOWARD A NEW CONSENSUS

And yet, Chicago school reform has proven remarkably resilient. A July
1993 report from the Consortium on Chicago School Research had buoyed
optimism about the progress of reform. The consortium’s survey of ele-
mentary schools turned up three important findings: first, about a third of
the elementary schools had seized the opportunity afforded by reform to
innovate in their educational programs; second, the data clearly showed an
association between the functioning of local school councils and educa-
tional innovation (importantly this was the first empirical link between
democratic structure and more effective pedagogy); third, in the most
innovative schools, the LSCs operated on a “strong democratic” model,
again evidence for the soundness of the theory underlying reform.2 3 O f
course, the report’s emphasis on process would not convince everyone; for
many, only improved test scores would validate the theory and practice of
reform. The reform climate had changed. In place of the pessimism of the
fall, we noticed an emergent consensus that promised to advance reform
on a number of key fronts. For some time it had been clear that almost no
one, aside from proponents of radical privatization, wanted to dismantle
the basic structure and intent of reform. The question was how to make
reform work better on the ground, in schools.

The need to restructure the central office remained high on the agenda
of the new consensus. Earlier, debate had swirled around the size of the
central office and even whether a central office was necessary. For the most
part, all constituencies now appeared to accept the need for a dramatically
reimagined, lean central office to assure city-wide equity and accountabil-
ity. Following the report of a respected consultant, the school board
agreed to employ a business management firm to “re-engineer” the central
office and appointed a committee of stakeholders to guide and monitor
the process. Even the most extreme “anti-central-office” reform groups
supported the reengineering study. The formation of a long-needed city-
wide association of LSCs, another mark of heightened cooperation,
promised to provide an additional source of assistance. So did the Chicago
Teachers Union (CTU) with its new Quest Center, which gave grants to
schools for innovation that affected student learning outcomes. Through
the lobbying efforts of LQE, the business community began to exert its
influence on the legislature, and, by funding a major study by the Chicago
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SE ARCH FOR THE STOR Y

As our research neared its end, we began to think about how to shape our
observations into a coherent story. Our observations about Chicago school
reform did not immediately add up in our minds to a narrative with a cen-
tral theme. We could not pretend to match the detail of observers and
researchers on the scene; we had not compiled a quantitative data set.
Instead, we relied on the numbers collected by others. Even more, in the
fall of 1993 we sensed that reform was moving into another phase, which
we remained uncertain how to interpret.

A new superintendent, Argie Johnson, had been hired with great expec-
tations. Reformers thought her progressive record in New York City, where
she had been an administrator, implied she would support reform in
Chicago. Her early actions, however, qualified expectations and received
mixed reviews from reformers. Johnson drew her initial top staff largely
from members of the city’s educational bureaucracy not identified with
support for reform or progressive leadership, and she proposed a heavy-
handed “three-tier” scheme for identifying, publicizing, and improving
poorly performing schools. Reformers feared that her newly appointed
officials would undermine reform. A major fiscal crisis heightened anxi-
eties throughout the city. The city schools faced a $300 million deficit.2 0

The absence of a budget, in fact, had threatened to delay their opening
and led to a number of cost-cutting strategies and teacher reassignments
that fostered chaotic conditions during the first few weeks of the school
year, undermined innovative programs in the schools, and demoralized
teachers and principals. Our reform friends seemed dispirited and
depressed. Leadership for Quality Education (LQE) also stalled the pace
of reform. In the first LSC election, LQE had funded community organiz-
ers to stimulate interest and get out the vote. Turnout was surprisingly
high for a new local office contested in an election without the draw of
city, state, or national contests. Despite (or because of) abundant evidence
that it had succeeded in arousing interest, LQE refused to renew funding
for community organizing in subsequent elections. As a result, voter
turnout declined.2 1 Between the first LSC election in 1989 and the second
in 1991, the number of voters dropped from 245,186 to 198, 832.22 T h e
decline in voting showed that democracy required nurturing. Reform
required intermediaries to explain and promote the role of participation.
By pulling the plug on funding for organizers, LQE had stunted the
growth of democracy. Perhaps more than even reformers realized, almost
every school needed an organizer to initiate parent participation and help
parents define issues and assume an active, constructive role in gover-
nance. LQE, it should be noted, did not lose interest in school reform.
Instead of putting its weight behind community participation, it organized
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by threatening not only reform but the viability of public education in
Chicago. Added to these factors was the willingness of Superintendent
Johnson to cooperate with reform and to bring into her administration
individuals experienced with reform and respected among Chicago educa-
tors. A phrase we heard repeatedly was “alignment,” meaning an attempt
to bring the central office and local schools into a complementary and sup-
portive relationship that would mark a sharp contrast to working at cross-
purposes, which had characterized their interactions in the past few years.
Given the antagonism that had existed, this proved a very significant
a c c o m p l i s h m e n t .

We wrote about the new consensus in another op ed piece for the
Chicago Tribune.2 6 If we were right about the existence of this new consen-
sus, and if it held, Chicago school reform had entered a period of quiet
p r o g r e s s .

We should have known better than to think that quiet progress ever
would characterize Chicago school reform for very long. The underlying
fiscal crisis, the politics of a big city, the tensions between city and state
government, the racial tensions of the 1990s, the national disinvestment in
and conflicts about public education in America—all should have pre-
dicted instability, or, at best, a short-lived era of consensus. 

EPILOGUE;   THE REDEFINITIO N OF REFORM

When we returned to Chicago in December 1995, after an absence of
about a year, we found another radical shift. In May 1995 the Illinois State
Legislature had passed an amendment to the School Reform Act, which
abolished the city’s board of education and the superintendency. Control
of the school system now rested with the mayor, who was to appoint a five-
member board of trustees and a CEO to run the system. Not only the sys-
tem’s new CEO but the mayor as well now gained the ability to enforce
accountability on the schools. The law forbade teachers from striking for
eighteen months and in other ways weakened their protection and loos-
ened the rules governing their work. (The board and the CTU reached a
four-year no-strike agreement.) Principals gained control over all the per-
sonnel in their schools, including engineers, a particularly thorny issue,
and lump-sum budgeting gave them more flexibility in spending their
funds. By abolishing the School Finance Authority, the law allowed the new
trustees more flexibility in budgeting to meet the deficit. The law also
allowed the CEO to fire all the unionized crafts workers and to replace
them with outside contractors. At the same time, it froze the dollar amount
of state Chapter 1 funds passed directly to schools; the trustees retained
any increase. Curiously, the law mandated training for LSC members
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Panel on School Policy, the foundation community tried to assure the
development of viable fiscal alternatives.

As part of restructuring the central office, everyone seemed to agree on
the need to redesign the system’s research and development apparatus so
that it would serve schools. To restructure the research department, Super-
intendent Argie Johnson brought in Anthony Bryk, a professor at the Uni-
versity of Chicago and one of the leading national experts on educational
research, and John Easton, whose research for the Chicago Panel on Pub-
lic School Policy and Finance (the name of this group changed during the
period of our study) had supplied some of the most important and widely
respected data about the school system and the progress of reform.
Although sharp criticism had met Johnson’s announcement of a “three-
tier” plan earlier in the year, general agreement now supported the impor-
tance of identifying and assisting “nonperforming” schools and LSCs. With
the assistance of another stakeholders’ committee, the superintendent and
the school board had begun to devise a revised plan to more discretely
identify these schools and offer them nonpunitive help. Everyone agreed
that the time had come to concentrate energies on the instructional side
of reform. Widespread agreement existed on identifying “best practices”
within the city and disseminating them. There were, however, no prece-
dents for designing a systemwide infrastructure for capacity-building,
school-enhancing, professional development. At the same time, the
Chicago Teachers Union and the school board, with broad concurrence
among reform advocates, were working together to develop learning out-
comes for a new process of student assessment.

General agreement had emerged, too, that some things were not work-
ing very well. One of these was the school board nominating commission.
Another was the training provided to new LSC members.2 4 Indeed, the
ability to acknowledge weaknesses other than those caused by a recalcitrant
central office, inadequate funds, or opponents marked the maturity of the
reform process.  Most of those with whom we talked recognized that
reform had taken firmest hold in elementary schools while high schools
remained far more resistant to change. Here, studies conducted by the
Consortium on Chicago School Research provided widely respected data
crucial to the assessment of reform.2 5 Also central to disseminating infor-
mation and shaping public opinion were the Chicago Panel on Public
School Policy and Finance, Designs for Change, and C a t a l y s t.

What accounted for this new consensus? In part, it resulted from the pas-
sage of time: the maturation of a process and the capacity of intelligent,
committed individuals to reflect on experience and place the educational
needs of children ahead of their own agendas. In part, too, it was a healthy
reaction to the previous fiscal crisis, which had frightened many in the city
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rule through fear as well as persuasion “Fear jump-starts school improve-
ment” read a headline in C a t a l y s t. Julie Woestehoff, executive director of
Parents United for Responsible Education (PURE), argued that fear stifled
creativity. Teachers could not be creative with administrators or the central
office “looking over their shoulders, and principals will not encourage it
when they are responsible for test scores. And everyone is so fearful of test
scores.” Vallas, however, found nothing wrong with rule by fear. “My first
reaction,” he said, “is that we went for decades of no fear, and where was
the creativity then? . . . Fear is a consequence of poor performance.”3 2 V a l-
las fomented even more controversy with his probation policy. Schools on
probation received not only external partners but probation managers,
who exercised considerable authority. Some probation managers under-
mined principals and effectively terminated promising programs. Others
proved constructive. In some instances, probation gave principals and
LSCs the tool with which to force recalcitrant teachers to change.3 3

Vallas’s actions fractured the reform community, and the initial coalition
sustaining Chicago school reform split open. In late 1996, the Citywide
Coalition for School Reform “dissolved for lack of participation.”34  D e s i g n s
for Change and PURE were appalled at the aggressive takeover of Prosser
High School, which, they argued, violated due process and threatened the
autonomy of LSCs. Others saw no issues of due process and applauded Val-
las for moving decisively against corrupt administrators and an ineffectual
staff and LSC. His strategies and political skill had won Vallas the alle-
giance of many in the reform community. In the course of  a year,
“reformer” had reversed its connotation; it had changed from a category in
which everyone sought inclusion to one from which any who considered
dealing with Vallas distanced themselves. Vallas even attacked the city’s
foundation community, which had supported reform, for wasting millions
of dollars.3 5 Other controversies swirled in the city. Vallas at first favored a
back-to-basics approach to education, complete with a heavy reliance on
standardized tests. Although within a few months he appeared willing to
consider other alternatives as well, by late 1996 he had reasserted his belief
in “direct instruction,” which he tried to spread to the schools. Although
he could not force schools to adopt any one pedagogical strategy, many
principals apparently complied out of fear.3 6 Nonetheless—whatever its
origins—a genuine difference in educational philosophy divided the city,
perhaps the first serious debate about pedagogical strategy in the recent
history of reform.

Nor did Vallas show much interest in LSCs, which began to sense a
threat in the new administration. An interviewer commented to Vallas: “I
don’t hear you talk about investing in and developing local school councils
the way I hear you talk about investing and developing principals and
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under the direction of the Dean of Education at the University of Illinois
at Chicago. The new legislation also created possibilities for groups to
open alternative schools within the public system.27 (Subsequent legislation
permitted the opening of charter schools, and several are in the works for
C h i c a g o . )

Paul Vallas, the new CEO, had been Mayor Daly’s budget chief and
before that revenue director; he once was a teacher. He brought with him
to the school system about one hundred public officials from the city gov-
ernment and fired or transferred a number of career administrators.
Although his reorganization of the administrative hierarchy included a
chief education officer, the school system clearly remained under his con-
trol, which is to say it became a branch of city government. Political criteria
blended with corporate-style management at the center;2 8 still, democracy,
in the form of local school councils with generally undiminished power,
remained the operating model for individual schools. Nonetheless, Vallas
seemed eager to curtail the scope of LSC authority and placed over one
hundred schools on probation.29  

The new trustees appeared to work some minor miracles. The budget
deficit, at least on paper, quickly disappeared; the schools opened on time;
funds to build new schools suddenly materialized. Indeed, Vallas and his
colleagues enacted a number of the key items central to the new consen-
sus: The school board nominating commission had been abolished; train-
ing was now required of LSC members; LSC elections were moved to
report card pick-up day; and individual schools now had lump-sum budget-
ing. (As a result of moving the elections to report card pick-up day, the
number of voters more than doubled between 1993 and 1996.3 0)  The
trustees appointed a commission to recommend ways of improving
accountability within the system; indeed, “accountability” had become the
key term in city (and state) educational rhetoric. The new administration’s
“first semester” accomplishments, listed in C a t a l y s t, were numerous and
i m p r e s s i v e .3 1 But the pace and impatience of the Vallas administration
worried many. Without an educational vision and with a strong distaste for
local democracy, the foundation of reform trembled.

Vallas and the board approached the problem of poorly performing
schools aggressively. They identified 149 schools with the worst test scores,
which they put on a watch list. The 30 worst performers were told to part-
ner with an approved external organization and given six months to
improve. Earlier, the board had fired the principal, teachers, and LSC at
Prosser High School. Although the move aroused hot controversy, Vallas
and the board’s seriousness and willingness to act could not be doubted.
Contracts for external partners to work with the 30 schools were awarded
through a “request for proposal” (R.F.P.) process. The new board would
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nance arrangement so that power and authority are now integrated.”3 9

This statement underestimates the extent to which the core of reform still
exists. The formal powers of Local School Councils remain relatively
unchanged; they still select principals and retain control of state Chapter 1
funds; and they are still responsible for formulating school improvement
plans. Would these central elements of reform remain in place? We were
not sure.

There was much to be said for the appearance of stability—for knowing
that the schools would open on time next year, that the immediate budget
crisis had passed, that a number of administrative annoyances had been
removed, and that poorly performing schools would not be left to flounder
unattended. By contracting out key tasks, such as helping weak schools, the
trustees had invigorated the infrastructure that sustains school reform and
diffused responsibility for school improvement outward to embrace many
groups in the city, such as the Small Schools Workshop, DePaul Universi-
ty’s School of Education, the University of Chicago’s Center for School
Improvement, Malcolm X College’s Personalized Curriculum Institute,
National-Louis University’s Quality School Seminars Ltd., and several oth-
ers. Chicago’s $49.2 million Annenberg Challenge also reinforced the
city’s educational infrastructure by awarding grants to school networks
paired with outside partners such as the Erikson Institute for Advanced
Child Development, Youth Guidance, Chicago Teachers’ Center at North-
eastern Illinois University, Designs for Change, the Coalition for Improved
Education in South Shore, and many more. 

Aside from an infrastructure supporting the schools, Chicago has
become the national model for collaborative, pluralistic social research
and organizing for school reform. Chicago reformers, especially Anne Hal-
lett of the Wieboldt Foundation, initiated the Cross-City Campaign for
Urban Education Reform, which has created a national network of organiz-
ers, parents, educators, policymakers, and researchers based in cities across
the country. Other cities, because of Chicago, have begun to view parents,
communities, and organizing as integral to school reform. At the same
time, tributaries of social and educational change flood the city, if not in a
coherent way. There is a well-supported effort to promote small schools
and another to investigate inequities in school finance; a growing coalition
is working to reimagine and rebuild poor neighborhoods within and
beyond schools in some long-abandoned urban communities.

The results may disappoint those who find movement coherence inspir-
ing, or those who go dizzy trying to follow and interpret events. But only
the naive could imagine that the energy of school reform would stay fixed
and centralized in this sprawling, diverse, and dynamic city. Whether the
new political-corporate style at the center can coexist with local democracy
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teachers.” Vallas responded: “Well, there’s 557 local school councils. Shall
we expend our resources developing local school councils that may change
every two years? Or should we invest our resources in developing teachers
that may spend 5, 10, 15, or 20 years with us? It’s not our responsibility to
spend a lot of time and resources trying to bring local school councils up
to speed.”37 Clearly, for Vallas,  unlike the earlier reformers, fast results—
measurable outcomes, which he thought separable from process—mat-
tered most. The speed of change worried some of those we interviewed.
Vallas produced “an idea a minute,” but many, we were told by some crit-
ics, were not well thought out and their impact remained unassessed.

Even on a short visit, we could feel the change. No cross-city school
reform coalition existed anymore; the Coalition of Local School Councils
had signed up only 80 of nearly 600 LSCs, although there were no dues;
about 3,500 of the city’s 25,000 teachers belonged to the Teachers’ Task
Force. We heard accounts of teacher demoralization. Still, many elemen-
tary schools continued to make excellent progress, even though high
schools remained hard to change; the schools operated in a more stable
fiscal environment;  and LSCs retained their autonomy.

Had reform—as defined before the 1995 legislation—ended? Or had it
entered a new phase? On a visit in May 1997 we put the question to several
of our informants. Overwhelmingly, they argued  for a new phase that built
on the accomplishments of reform’s early years—accomplishments the
Vallas administration, intent on taking credit for all progress, refused to
acknowledge. As one close student of reform said to us, the reform law of
1988 had opened up the system; another contended that by removing the
restraints on change, reform had left schools unable to externalize blame
for failure on a system that stifled innovation. Reform had made the walls
between schools and the world outside them more porous. By fostering the
development of independent intermediary organizations, the first reform
law had created the conditions outside the schools that supported their
improvement. Without reform’s first phase, it would have been difficult for
Vallas to find the external partners for schools on probation or on his
“watch list.” Reform also had started a process of real improvement in
schools, which appeared related to democratic governance. A 1997 report
found an association between statistically significant increases in test scores
and  democratic school governance, among other factors, in 115 elemen-
tary schools.38  

Yet school reform no longer seemed the social movement it once was.
Indeed, a team of University of Chicago researchers concluded that
“decentralization is no longer the dominant reform strategy in the Chicago
Public Schools. . . . [The 1995 legislation] reverses the trend toward decen-
tralization of authority over school operations and redesigns the gover-
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Chicago also has taught us some lessons about school reform.  Reform
eludes neat, tidy evaluations—for two reasons. Because it is a multilayered
process, its story requires telling from the perspectives of its varied con-
stituencies, who more often talk past one another than collide. The views
from the center and the schools, for instance, reflect divergent worlds of
reform bounded by vast differences in the day-to-day experience of their
members. Nor is there clarity about the object of evaluation. We set out
not to “evaluate” Chicago school reform but to document its early history.
In the course of our conversations with reformers, foundations, educa-
tors—and among ourselves—we bumped into evaluation questions,
summed up by the query “is it working?” As we found by trying to unpack
the “does it work” question, “it” remains ambiguous and multidimensional.
Although measurable improvement in achievement may be a long-term cri-
terion on which agreement exists in principle, along the way other possibil-
ities occur—improvements to the school facilities that make learning possi-
ble, enhanced safety for students and teachers, parental involvement, the
education of citizens in public capacity. Compounding the problem of
defining goals is the question of how to measure achievement—what tests
to use, the role of portfolios compared with examinations, the baseline
against which to measure progress, the problem of factoring in the mobil-
ity of students from school to school—all undercut easy assumptions about
the evaluation of reform.4 4 At the same time, improvement on standard-
ized tests,  despite their  glaring weaknesses, remains a poli tical ly
inescapable component of the answer to the “is it working?” question. This
became unmistakable in the course of our interviews. Otherwise, defenders
of reform end up always on the defensive.

Reform that is more than cosmetic rearranges local hierarchies. When
accountability becomes vested in parents or local communities, customary
authority relations erode. In Chicago, the deference of principals to Local
School Councils, for instance, redefines relations among social classes as
well as within schools. By disrupting existing relations of power and author-
ity, reform also promotes a backlash, which, ironically, threatens to under-
mine its accomplishments—as in the withdrawal of corporate funding for
organizers to help get out the LSC vote. The extent to which it shakes hier-
archies, in fact, may be a measure of whether reform penetrates below the
level of superficial change.

Porous walls between schools and the world outside them represent
another measure of reform penetration. The role of independent interme-
diary organizations defines an aspect of reform unique to Chicago. Reform
catalyzed and legitimated them; it opened the door for them to enter
schools; it encouraged the formation of a civil society of reform—which
may be essential to its success. Despite all the changes in the recent history
of reform, this civil society remains in place, a taken-for-granted way of
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and reform’s dense civil society, or whether new approaches to account-
ability will help improve performance—in 1997 these remain unclear.40 A l l
we can say for certain is that a new chapter in the history of reform has
opened and promises to differ in style and substance—but not in its
national importance or inherent fascination—from its predecessors. 

School reform was experiencing the transition that one historian of
social work, writing of the turn of the century, called the shift from cause
to function, or that Max Weber wrote about as the routinization of
c h a r i s m a .41 Social movements fade and transform; their intensity proves
impossible to sustain forever. If they succeed, they leave a legacy of institu-
tional change, and the purpose that animated them moves from a utopian
or radical dream into the realm of normal practice—realized imperfectly
but, nonetheless, advanced. One might write about the reconstitution of
normal practice through the history of the common school movement or
abolitionism in the nineteenth century or the civil rights and women’s
movements in the twentieth. With luck, sustained activism, and community
building, the story of Chicago school reform will follow a similar trajectory.
The structural elements have been put in place; revisions of the law gov-
erning school reform have fixed a number of initial defects; most local
school councils have proved their competence; parents and community
feel an ownership of their local schools;  schools still have substantial dis-
cretion over their budgets; new principals lead most of the schools; teach-
ers can draw on an array of excellent in-service programs; local school
councils can find high-quality help and advice; a means of identifying and
assisting poorly performing schools is under way; a leaner and stronger
central administration has balanced the budget and delivered financial sta-
bility; violence in and around schools has lessened; and signs of educa-
tional innovation and improved student learning abound, especially in ele-
mentary schools. (Even test scores in high schools improved in 1997,
although the interpretation of the gain remains uncertain.4 2)  Cities
around the nation still look to Chicago for images of democratic school-
based possibility. Of course, serious, difficult problems remain: Despite the
recent rise in test scores, high schools still prove hard to change; gains in
student learning are distributed unevenly across the city; resources and
time for teachers’ reflection and professional development remain inade-
quate; there is controversy about how best to measure student achievement
and the impact of reform. 

Assaults on the democratic model of school governance surely will recur.
In 1996, state law eroded some LSC autonomy in hiring principals. The
state legislature might lessen LSC control over State Chapter 1 funds.43  T h e
patience required to transform the schools in a major city may erode.
Financial crises could undermine progress; racial tension or city and state
politics could play themselves out in part through the schools. 
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viduals helped frame our understanding of reform. We called on some time and time again.
They include John Ayers, Anthony Bryk, John Easton,  Fred Hess,  Michael and Susan Klonsky,
Linda Lenz, and Don Moore. Others who generously shared their insights with us include Arnie
April, Bill Ayers,  Adrian Bailey,  Steven Bailess, Don Bailey, Will Berry, Malcolm Bush,  Carol
Carter,  Sheila Castillo, Cam Clark, Theola Crawford, James Deanes, Susan Davenport,  Linda
May Fitzgerald,  Susan Flinspach, Ron Gidwitz,  Doug Gilles, Anne Hallet,  Barbara Holt,
Arthur Hyde, Guinetta Jackson, Martin Koldyk, Ayana Karanja, Secony Karanja,  John Kotza-
kis, Ken McNeil,  Iva Lane, Diana Lauber,  Mary Lewis, David Luna,  Peter Martinez,
David Moberg, Wayne McCoy, Angela Miller, Mary O’Connell, Charles Payne,  Ann Porter,
Sharon Rollow, Susan Ryan, Ron Sistrunk, Barbara Sizemore, Danny Solis, Rod Smith, Mon-
ica Stewart, Raelynee Toperoff, Deborah Walsh, Conrad Worrell. Our thanks go also to the orga-
nizers and participants in the Citywide coalition retreats who welcomed and spoke to us. We can-
not overstate the gracious and helpful reception we received and our pleasure at the friends we
have made in the course of “poking around” Chicago.

N o t e s
1 In his book on members of the House of Representatives, political scientist Richard

Fenno, Jr., captures the spirit of our “non-method”: “Someone doing this kind of research is
quite likely to have no crystallized idea of what he or she is looking for or what questions to
ask when he or she starts. Researchers typically become interested in some observable set of
activities and decide to go have a firsthand look at them. They fully expect that an open-
minded exposure to events in the milieu and to the perspectives of those with whom they
interact will produce ideas that might never have occurred to them otherwise. Only after pro-
longed, unstructured soaking is the problem formulated. Indeed, the reformulation of a prob-
lem or a question may be the end product of research.” Home Style: House Members in their Districts
[Boston: Little, Brown, 1978], p. 250. Thanks to Gerald Gamm for the Fenno reference.

2 For a set of references on qualitative, ethnographic, and grounded research, see the
following texts: M. Agar, The Professional Stranger: An Informal Introduction to Ethnography ( N e w
York: Academic Press, 1980); N. K. Denzin and Y. S. Lincoln, eds., Handbook of Qualitative
R e s e a r c h (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 1994); M. Fine and L. Weis, “Writing the ‘Wrongs’ of
Fieldwork: Confronting Our Own Research/Writing Dilemmas in Urban Ethnographies,
Qualitative Inquiry 2 (1996): 251-74; B. G. Glaser and A. L. Strauss, The Discovery of Grounded
Theory: Strategies for Ethnography and Qualitative Design in Educational Research ( C h i c a g o :
Aldine, 1967); J. P. Goetz and M. D. Le Compte, Ethnography and Qualitative Design in Educa -
tion Research (Orlando, FL: Academic Press, 1984); and A. L. Strauss and J. Corbin, Basics of
Qualitative Research: Grounded Theory Procedures and Techniques (Newbury Park, CA: Sage, 1990).

3 M. B. Katz, Improving Poor People: The Welfare State, the “Underclass,” and Urban Schools
as History (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995), pp. 112-13.

4 G. Alfred Hess, Jr., writes, “these discretionary funds have been called the ‘engine of
school reform.’ ” By 1995, the average elementary school received $490,000 and the aver-
age high school $755,000 (“Implementing Reform: Stories of Stability and Change in Four-
teen Schools: An Overview,” in  Implementing Reform: Stories of Stability and Change in 14
S c h o o l s , ed. G. Alfred Hess, Jr. [Chicago: Chicago Panel of School Policy, 1996], p. 9) .

5 The best place to follow the details of Chicago school reform and the major issues is in
the pages of Catalyst: Voices of Chicago School Reform, ed. Linda Lenz, published nine times each
year by the Community Renewal Society, 332 S. Michigan Ave., Suite 500, Chicago, IL. 60604.

6 Donald Moore, “Chicago School Reform: The Nature and Origins of Basic Assump-
tions”  (Paper presented at annual meeting of the American Educational Research Associa-
tion, Chicago, April 1991).
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doing educational business in the city, reflected now in the design of the
Annenberg Challenge, which partners networks of schools with indepen-
dent intermediary organizations. The importance of this civil society of
education for instituting and sustaining reform constitutes one lesson of
the Chicago experience for other cities.

The role of independent intermediary organizations bears on the ques-
tion of the mobilization of support and imagination. Reformers initially
proved over-optimistic in two respects (and we shared this optimism). They
too often thought that removing the constraints on participation with formal
mechanisms of empowerment would lead automatically to massive local
involvement with the schools and the unleashing of educational imagina-
tion. The early experience of reform showed, however, the socializing
impact of what David Tyack has called “the one best system”45 on ideas of
educational possibility. It also revealed the disempowering effect on partici-
pation of a century of heavy-handed bureaucratic management that deliber-
ately excluded parents and community members from schools. Community
organizing proved important to getting out the vote for early Local School
Council elections; it was needed, and had been missing, in many schools to
catalyze active and widespread parental involvement. In the same way, educa-
tors and local councils—both parents and teachers—needed outsiders not
only to learn how to analyze budgets or run meetings but to help unleash
their imaginations about the possibilities of educational alternatives.

Chicago school reform gained strength and penetrated deeply into the
fabric of the city because it originated not as a narrowly targeted attempt
to improve schooling but as a broad-based social movement. Its social
movement origins spread “ownership” of reform among many groups; it
helped define reform as an ongoing process rather than  a quick fix; and it
meant that reform surmounted one crisis after another by evolving rather
than collapsing. The problem with social movements is their durability.
Their intensity fades. If they have not institutionalized change, they may
become little more than memories. The question for Chicago is whether
the early social movement fervor permanently transformed the spirit and
substance of public education. For other cities, the Chicago experience
poses the question of how to build an effective social movement around
education and how to maintain its achievements. The early history of
Chicago school reform is full of warnings and rich with possibilities.

The Spencer Foundation supported this research. We thank the foundation not only for the
funding but for the flexibility and courtesy that  made it a pleasure to work with. We also are
grateful to the schools that welcomed our visits, even though, for reasons of confidentiality, we
cannot list their names. A number of individuals read one of the many drafts of this article.
Their comments have been invaluable. In particular, we want to thank Anthony Bryk, Gerald
Gamm, Fred Hess, Mike Rose, David Tyack, and anonymous journal reviewers. Many indi-
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